This paper presents the results of an annotation study focused on the fine-grained analysis of argumentation structures in scientific publications. Our new annotation scheme specifies four types of binary argumentative relations between sentences, resulting in the representation of arguments as small graph structures. We developed an annotation tool that supports the annotation of such graphs and carried out an annotation study with four annotators on 24 scientific articles from the domain of educational research. For calculating the inter-annotator agreement, we adapted existing measures and developed a novel graphbased agreement measure which reflects the semantic similarity of different annotation graphs.
Introduction
Argumentation mining aims at automatically identifying arguments and argumentative relations in argumentative discourse, e.g., in newspaper articles (Feng and Hirst, 2011; Florou et al., 2013) , legal documents (Mochales-Palau and Moens, 2011) , or scientific publications. Many applications, such as text summarization, information retrieval, or faceted search could benefit from a fine-grained analysis of the argumentation structure, making the reasoning process directly visible. Such an enhanced information access would be particularly important for scientific publications, where the rapidly increasing amount of documents available in digital form makes it more and more difficult for users to find specific information nuggets without investing a lot of time in reading (parts of) documents which are not relevant.
According to well-established argumentation theories in Philosophy and Logic (e.g. Toulmin (1958) , Freeman (2011), Walton et al. (2008) ), an argument consists of several argument components which often are of a specific type, such as premise or claim. Argumentative relations are usually directed relations between two argument components. Different relation types are distinguished, like support or attack (Peldszus and Stede, 2013) which indicate that the source argument component is a reason or a refutation for the target component. Argument components and argumentative relations together form the argumentation structure. Figure 1 shows the argumentation structure of one argument consisting of 6 argument components and 6 relations between them. Previous work has developed approaches to classify 1 We observe worse performance for children with migration background in primary school.
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Children with language difficulties most often have to repeat a year.
By contrast, children with a positive socio-economic background usually don't have any problems. 1 sentences in scientific papers according to their argumentative role (Teufel, 1999; Liakata et al., 2012) , distinguishing up to seven types of argumentative roles (e.g., Background, Other, Own). However, this results in a coarse-grained analysis of the argumentation structure present in a scientific paper, which merely reflects the more or less standardized way scientific papers are written in many domains (e.g., Natural Sciences or Computer Science). Such a coarse-grained analysis does not reveal how an author connects his thoughts in order to create a convincing line of argumentation. To the best of our knowledge, there exists no prior work which tries to identify argumentative relations between argument components on such a fine-grained level in scientific full-texts yet. This is a challenging task since scientific publications are long and complex documents, and even for researchers in a specific field it can be hard to fully understand the underlying argumentation structures. We address this gap and aim at developing methods for the automatic identification of argumentation structures in scientific publications. We chose scientific journal articles from the educational research as a prototypical domain, because it is of particular interest not only for educational researchers, but also for other groups in the society, such as policy makers, teachers or parents. This paper presents the results of our annotation of 24 articles from educational research (written in German) -a crucial step towards developing and testing automatic methods. Our contributions can be summarized as follows: (i) We introduce an annotation scheme and an annotation tool for the fine-grained analysis of argumentation structures in scientific publications, which represents arguments as small graph structures. (ii) We developed a novel graph-based inter-annotator agreement measure, which is able to reflect the semantic similarity of different annotation graphs. (iii) Finally, we present the results of a detailed quantitative and qualitative analysis of the annotated dataset where we characterize the argumentation structures in scientific publications and identify major challenges for future work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: First we discuss related work (section 2). In section 3, we describe our annotation scheme and the annotation study, and in section 4 the inter-annotator agreement measures are introduced. The results of the quantitative and qualitative analysis are discussed in section 5. Section 6 concludes.
Related Work
This section discusses related work regarding the annotation of argumentation structure on the one hand, and annotating scientific articles on the other hand. We give an overview of (i) annotation schemes for annotating argumentation and discourse structure, (ii) inter-annotator agreement (IAA) metrics suitable for this annotation task, (iii) previous annotation studies.
Annotation Schemes Previously, annotation schemes and approaches for identifying arguments in different domains have been developed. For instance, Mochales-Palau and Moens (2011) identify arguments in legal documents, Feng and Hirst (2011) focus on the identification of argumentation schemes (Walton, 1996) in newspapers and court cases, Florou et al. (2013) apply argumentation mining in policy modeling, and present an approach to model arguments in persuasive essays. Most of the approaches focus on the identification and classification of argument components. There are only few works which aim at identifying argumentative relations and consequently argumentation structures. Furthermore it is important to note that the texts from those domains differ considerably from scientific publications regarding their length, complexity, purpose and language use.
Regarding argumentation mining in scientific publications, one of the first approaches is the work called Argumentative Zoning by Teufel (1999) which was extended by Teufel et al. (2009) . According to the extended annotation scheme, each sentence in a scientific publication is annotated with exactly one of 15 categories (e.g. Background or Aim), reflecting the argumentative role the sentence has in the text. Mapping this scheme to our terminology (see section 1), a sentence corresponds to an argument component. The aim of this annotation scheme is to improve information access and to support applications like automatic text summarization (Teufel and Moens, 2002; Ruch et al., 2007; Contractor et al., 2012) . While the authors themselves do not consider argumentative relations, Angrosh et al. (2012) transfer the argumentation inherent in the categories of the Argumentative Zoning to the Toulmin model (Toulmin, 1958) and therefore describe how argument components of several types relate to each other. For example, research findings are used to support "statements referring to the problems solved by an article" and "statements referring to current work shortcomings" support "statements referring to future work". However, the paper focuses on citation contexts and considers relations only on a coarse-grained level.
Several similar annotation schemes for scientific publications exist. For instance, Liakata et al. (2012) proposed CoreSC ("Core Scientific Concepts"), an annotation scheme consisting of 11 categories 1 . Mizuta and Collier (2004) provide a scheme consisting of 7 categories (plus 5 subcategories) for the biology domain. In addition Yepes et al. (2013) provide a scheme to categorize sentences in abstracts of articles from biomedicine with 5 categories.
Furthermore, Blake (2010) describes approaches to identify scientific claims or comparative claim sentences in scientific articles (Park and Blake, 2012) . Again these works do not consider argumentative relations on a fine-grained level, but focus on the classification of argument components. While all of these works use data from the natural sciences, there are only few works in the domain of social sciences (e.g. Ahmed et al. (2013) ), and to the best of our knowledge no previous work has addressed scientific publications in the educational domain.
A field that is closely related to the annotation of argumentation structures is the annotation of discourse structure which aims at identifying discourse relations that hold between adjacent text units, e.g. sentences, clauses or nominalizations (Webber et al., 2012) . Often, the text units considered in discourse analysis correspond to argument components, and discourse relations are closely related to argumentative relations. Most previous work in automated discourse analysis is based on corpora annotated with discourse relations, most notably the Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB) (Prasad et al., 2008) and the Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) Discourse Treebank (Carlson et al., 2001 ). However, the data consists of newspaper articles (no scientific articles), and only relations between adjacent text units are identified. In addition, it is still an open question how the proposed discourse relations relate to argumentative relations (the difference of the relations is best illustrated by the work of Biran and Rambow (2011) ). Nevertheless, annotated corpora like this can be valuable resources for training automatic classifiers later.
IAA Metrics Current state-of-the-art annotation studies use chance corrected measures to compute IAA, i.e., random agreement is included in the calculation. The values can be in the range of -1 to 1, a value of 0 indicates random agreement and a value of 1 perfect agreement (negative values indicate a negative correlation). One of the most popular chance corrected measures for two raters is Cohen's κ (Cohen, 1960) . While Cohen's κ assumes different probability distributions for each rater, there exist other approaches which assume a single distribution for all raters (Scott, 1955) . In addition, extensions to multiple raters exist. Multi-π is the extension of Scott's π by Fleiss (1971) . Multi-κ is the extension of Cohen's κ by Hubert (1977) .
All of these measures are well suited for tasks where we have a fixed set of independent and uniformly distributed entities to annotate. However, as soon as the annotation of one entity depends on the annotation of another entity, or some entities have a higher overall probability for a specific annotation than others, the measures may yield misleadingly high or low values (see section 4). Apart from that, chance-corrected measures are criticized because they "are often misleading when applied to unbalanced data sets" (Rehbein et al., 2012) and can be "problematic in categorization tasks that do not have a fixed number of items and categories" (van der Plas et al., 2010) . Therefore, many researchers still report raw percentage agreement without chance correction.
Annotation Studies Table 1 gives an overview of previous annotation studies performed for scientific publications. In all of these studies, the annotators have to label argument components (typically, each sentence represents exactly one argument component) with one out of 3 -15 categories. In most of Blake (2010) 29 papers (Biomedicine) 2 (students) 5 discussion 0.57-0.88 Table 1 : Comparison of annotation studies on scientific full-texts (CL = computational linguistics, #Cat = number of categories which can be annotated, IAA = chance-corrected inter-annotator agreement).
the studies, the annotators are at least semi-experts in the particular domain and get detailed annotation guidelines. Regarding the IAA, Teufel et al. (2009) report that untrained annotators performed worse than trained expert annotators. All of the agreement measures in table 1 are chance corrected and therefore comparable.
There are also annotation studies outside the domain of scientific articles which deal with argumentative relations. Mochales-Palau and Moens (2011) report an IAA of Cohen's κ = 0.75 (legal documents) but only for the identification of argument components (here claims and premises) and not for argumentative relations. report an IAA of Fleiss' π = 0.8 for argumentative support and attack relations in persuasive essays. However, these relations are annotated between pre-annotated premises and claims, which simplifies the task considerably: annotators already know that premises have outgoing support and attack relations and claims incoming ones, i.e., they only have to annotate the target or source components of the relations as well as their type. Furthermore, compared to scientific articles, persuasive essays are much shorter and less complex regarding language use.
Annotation Study
This section describes our annotation study: we introduce the dataset, the annotation scheme and describe the annotation tool we developed.
Dataset For the annotation study, we selected 24 publications from 5 controversial educational topics (teaching profession, learning motivation, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), bullying, performance rating) from different journals in the domain of educational psychology and developmental psychology. 2 All of the articles are in German, about 10 pages of A4, describe empirical studies, and are composed of similar sections (introduction, methods, results, discussion). In our annotation study, we annotated the introduction and discussion sections and left out the methods and results sections, because these sections usually just describe the experimental setup without any assessment or reasoning.
The dataset contains the following annotatable 3 text units: 529 paragraphs (22 per document), 2743 sentences (114 per document), 79680 tokens (3320 per document). On average, we have a comparably high number of 29 tokens per sentence, which indicates the high complexity of the texts (Best, 2002) .
At least three annotators with different backgrounds annotated the journal articles, some documents were annotated by a forth annotator. Two of the annotators were students (psychology and sociology), one was a PhD student (computer science) and the forth annotator had a PhD degree (computational linguistics). We developed annotation guidelines of about 10 pages of A4 4 and trained the annotators on these guidelines. In a pre-study, the annotators annotated five documents about language learning (not included in the dataset described above). During this pre-study, the annotations were discussed several times and the annotation guidelines were adapted. All in all, the annotation study extended over several months part time work. The annotation of one single document took about two hours.
Annotation Scheme Our annotation scheme specifies argument components and binary relations between argument components. Every sentence correponds to an argument component. Our observations show that most of the arguments can be found on the sentence level. This simplification helps to keep the identification of argumentative relations manageable: Scientific publications are highly complex texts containing argumentation structures that are often hard to understand even for researchers in the respective field.
There are four types of relations: the directed relations support, attack, detail, and the undirected sequence relation. The support and attack relations are argumentative relations, which are known from related work (Peldszus and Stede, 2013) , whereas the latter two correspond to discourse relations used in Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (William and Thompson, 1988) . The sequence relation corresponds to "Sequence" in RST, the detail relation roughly corresponds to "Background" and "Elaboration". We added the detail relation, because we observed many cases in scientific publications, where some background information (for example the definition of a term) is given, which is important for understanding the overall argumentation.
A support relation between an argument component A and another argument component B indicates that A supports (reasons, proves) B. Similarly, an attack relation between A and B is annotated if A attacks (restricts, contradicts) B. The detail relation is used, if A is a detail of B and gives more information or defines something stated in B without argumentative reasoning. Finally, we link two argument components with the sequence relation, if two (or more) argument components belong together and only make sense in combination, i.e., they form a multi-sentence argument component. 5 Annotation Tool We developed our own webbased annotation tool DiGAT which we think is better suited for annotating relations in long texts than existing tools like WebAnno (Yimam et al., 2013) , brat (Stenetorp et al., 2012) or GraPAT (Sonntag and Stede, 2014) . Although all of them allow to annotate relations between sentences, the view quickly becomes confusing when annotating relations. In WebAnno and brat, the relations are drawn with arrows directly in the text. Only GraPAT visualizes the annotations in a graph. However, the text is included in the nodes directly in the graph, which again becomes confusing for texts with multiple long sentences.
DiGAT has several advantages over existing tools. First, the full-text with its layout structure (e.g., headings, paragraphs) is displayed without any relation annotations on the left-hand side of the screen. The argumentation structure which emerges by adding relations is visualized as a graph on the right-hand side of the screen. Second, the tool automatically marks each sentence in an argumentative paragraph by a different color for better readability. In addition, discourse markers in the text are highlighted to support the annotation of relations. 6
IAA Measures for Relations
This section introduces the measures we used for calculating IAA. We will describe the adaption of measures discussed in section 2 to relation annotations. We also motivate and introduce a novel graphbased measure.
Adaptation of the Dataset to use Chancecorrected IAA Measures In this work, we focus on binary argumentative relations between two argument components. In order to use the chancecorrected measures introduced in section 2, we have to consider each possible pair of argument components in a document as either being connected via a relation (of different types) or not. Then we calculate the IAA with the multi-κ measure (Hubert, 1977) because it is suitable for multiple raters and assumes different probability distributions for each rater.
One drawback of this approach is that the probability of a relation between two argument components decreases with the distance between the components in the text. It is much more likely that two consecutive argument components are related than two components which are in different paragraphs (we observe about 70% of all relations to be between adjacent argument components). Consequently, we get a very high number of non-relations and a very unbalanced dataset because for a document with n=100 argument components, we get (n−1) * n 2 = 4950 pairs, only 1-2% of which are usually related.
Therefore, we limited our evaluation to pairs with a distance of d<6 argument components, since we observed only very few relations with a higher distance. We define the distance between two argument components as the number of argument components between them in the text flow. Thus, two adjacent argument components have the distance 0. For a document with n=100 argument components, this reduces the number of pairs to (n − d) * (d) = 564. Since we still have a higher probability for a relation with a small distance compared to a relation with a larger distance, we additionally calculated the agreement individually considering only relations with a particular distance (d=0, d=1, d=2, d>2) and averaged over the results weighting them according to the average probability for the distances (69.5% d=0, 18.5% d=1, 7% d=2, 5% d>2). We call this value Weighted Average (WA) in the next sections.
Adapted Percentage Agreement / F 1 -Score As pointed out in section 2, many researches still report raw percentage agreement. Usually percentage agreement is calculated by dividing the number of annotation items where all annotators agreed by the total number of all annotation items. The high number of non-relations would result in a high agreement that would be meaningless. Therefore, we divide the number of annotation items where the annotators agreed by the number of annotation items where at least one annotator found a relation. We call this approach adapted percentage agreement (APA), also called "positive agreement" (Cicchetti and Feinstein, 1990 ).
We have to keep two things in mind: First, this APA approach leads to worse agreement results than usual percentage agreement because the agreement for non-relations is not considered at all. Second, the APA decreases with an increasing number of annotators because the number of pairs where all annotators agree decreases, and simultaneously the number of pairs where at least one anotator found a relation increases. Therefore, we average over the pairwise APA. This approach is quite similar to the F 1 -Score = 2T P 2T P +F P +F N (TP = true positives = both annotators found a relation, FP/FN = false positives/false negatives = the annotators disagree). The only difference is the factor 2 for the true positives both in numerator and denominator which gives more weight to the agreements. For the two annotation graphs in figure 2, we get an APA of New Graph-based IAA Measure The measures described above consider each pair of argument components independently in isolation. However, we do not annotate pairs of argument components in isolation, but we consider the complete text-flow and represent the argumentation structure in an annotation graph consisting of the argument components as nodes and the relation annotations as edges between them. This means that the annotation of one entity can influence the annotation of a second entity. So the measures do not consider the overall annotation graph structure. For example, in figure 2 both annotators think that the nodes a and b directly or indirectly support/attack node c which we cannot capture if we only consider pairs of argument components in isolation.
Consequently, we also need a method to calculate the IAA for annotation graphs, considering the graph structure. To the best of our knowledge, such a graph-based IAA metric has not been developed so far. There are approaches in graph theory which aim at calculating the similarity of graphs. However, most of these approaches are very complex because they target larger graphs and a matching of the nodes is required (which is not necessary in our case). Hence, we propose a novel graph-based agreement measure, which can identify different annotations with similar meaning. For example, it considers that in figure 2 both annotators directly or indirectly found a relation from node a to node c. Hence, the new measure results in a higher agreement than the standard measures.
The measure determines to what extent graph A is included in graph B and vice versa (note that relation types are ignored in this approach). To calculate to what extent graph A is included in graph B, we av-erage over the sum of the inverse of the shortest path distance between two nodes which are connected by a relation of graph A in graph B:
E A is the set of edges in graph A with the elements (x,y) whereas x is the source and y the target node. SP B (x, y) is the shortest path between the nodes x and y in graph B.
We illustrate the process with an example (see figure  2) . Starting from graph A (1), we find the two edges a − c (distance 2 in graph B) and b − c (distance 1 in graph B). Starting from graph B (2), we find the two edges a − b (distance ∞ in graph A) and a − c (distance 1 in graph A). So the graph-based agreement is:
(1)
On average, the graph-based agreement for the graphs A and B is (0.75+0.5) 2 = 0.625. Considering (1) and (2) as precision and recall, we can also calculate F 1 -Score = 2 * precision * recall precision+recall . This measure has the advantage that it becomes higher for similar precision and recall values (also called "harmonic mean"). So in the example from figure 2 the F 1 -Score is 2 * 0.5 * 0.75 0.5+0.75 = 0.6.
Results and Discussion
In this section, we will perform both a quantitative and a qualitative analysis of the annotated argumentative relations and the argumentation structure.
Quantitative Analysis
We analyze the IAA for the relations identified by the annotators. Table 2 gives an overview of the class distributions for each annotator (A1 -A4). While the distribution of relation distances is quite homogeneous (about 70% of identified relations are between adjacent argument components), there are large differences regarding the number of identified relations and the distribution of relation types. Especially A4 found more relations than the other annotators. In part, this is due to the fact that A4 annotated only 5 of the 24 documents which had aboveaverage length. Nevertheless, we observe that A3 found only few relations compared to the other annotators, especially of the types sequence and detail (also in absolute numbers) and annotated most of the relations as support which is still less than the other annotators in absolute numbers. Table 3 presents the IAA for the relations. We get multi-κ values up to 0.63 considering all distances d<6, which is a fair agreement considering the difficulty of the task. We already observed in the individual statistics that A3 identified much fewer relations than the other annotators. This is reflected in the agreement values which are lower for all pairs of annotators where A3 is involved. However, an analysis of the relations annotated by A3 using the graph-based measure reveals that most of these relations where also identified by the other annotators: the graphs by A3 are to a large extent contained in the graphs of the other annotators (0.63 -0.68). The other way round, the graphs by A3 only marginally contain the graphs of the other annotators (0.29 -0.41). This indicates that A3 only annotated very explicit argumentative relations (see section 5.2).
There are only small differences between the graph-based measure which considers the argumentation structure, and multi-κ which considers each pair of argument components in isolation. This can be attributed to the fact that about 50% of all argument components are in connected graph components 7 with only two nodes, i.e., there is no argumentation structure to consider for the graph-based measure.
In contrast, if we only consider graph components with at least 3 nodes for any pair of annotators, the graph-based IAA improves by about 0.15 (while the other measures do not change). This clearly demonstrates the advantages of our new graph-based approach for detecting different annotations with similar meaning. Table 5 shows IAA when considering the relation types. This annotation task requires to decide between 5 different classes (support, attack, detail, sequence, none). The chance-corrected multi-κ values downgrade by about 0.1. If we consider the individual distances (WA measure), we get significantly lower results compared to considering all distances together (d<6). Table 3 : IAA for relation annotation, relation type is ignored (APA = adapted percentage agreement, weighted average = averaged results for relations with distance 0, 1, 2 and >2, weighted according to their probability; d<6 = agreement for all relations with a distance d<6; 1-2 or 2-1 (graph-based) = measures how much the annotation of annotator 1 is included in the annotation of annotator 2 or vice versa). Table 4 : IAA for relation annotation with multi-κ measure for different distances (relation type is ignored). Table 5 : IAA for relation annotation (relation type is considered).
distances in detail. As we can see, the agreement degrades significantly with increasing distance and even for distance d=0 the values are lower than for d<6. The reason for this is the high number of nonrelations compared to relations, especially for distances with d>2.
Qualitative Analysis
In order to get a better understanding of the reasons for the partially low IAA, we performed a qualitative analysis. We focused on support and attack relations and compared instances annotated with high agreement 8 with instances where annotators disagreed.
Relations annotated with high agreement: Support or attack relations annotated with high agreement can be considered as explicit argumentative relations. We identified different types of argument 8 High agreement means that 3 or 4 annotators agreed. components with explicit incoming support relations, which are typically marked by surface indicators (e.g. sentence mood, discourse markers, stylistic devices): a claim (expressed e.g. as a rhetorical question), an opinion statement marked by words expressing sentiment (e.g.überraschend (surprisingly)), a hypothesis marked by a conjunctive sentence mood and modal verbs (e.g. könnte (could)), a conclusion or summarizing statement marked by discourse markers (e.g. daher (therefore)), or a generalizing statement marked by adverbial expressions (e.g. gemeinsam sein (have in common)).
Another explicit support relation was annotated for argument components supporting an observation that is based on a single piece of evidence; here the supporting argument component contained lexical indicators such as konform gehen (be in line with). Explicit attack relations, on the other hand, appeared to be marked by a combination of discourse markers expressing concession (e.g., jedoch, allerdings (however), aber (but)) and negation or downtoning markers (e.g. kaum (hardly)). We found negation to be expressed in many variants, including not only explicit negation, such as nicht (not), kein (no), but also (implicit) lexicalized negation, e.g. verbs such as ausstehen (is pending).
Relations where annotators disagreed: Our analysis of support relations that were annotated only by one of 3 (4) annotators revealed that there are many cases, where the disagreement was due to an alternation of support and detail or support and sequence relation. These cases can be regarded as weakly argumentative, i.e. the argument component with the incoming relation is not considered by all annotators as a statement that requires argumentative support.
We performed the same qualitative analysis for attack relations and found that in most cases either a concession marker in the attacking argument component is present, or some form of negation, but not both as in the explicit case of the attack relation.
Ambiguity as the main reason for disagreement: One of the main challenges in identifying argumentative relations on a fine-grained level in scientific publications is ambiguity . All the measures used to calculate IAA assume that there is one single correct solution to the annotation problem. Actually, we believe that in many cases several correct solutions exist depending on how the annotators interpret the text. In our qualitative analysis, we found that this is especially true for argument components that are lacking discourse markers or other surface indicators. For example, the following text snippet can be interpreted in two ways: Another source of ambiguity is the ambiguity of discourse markers, which sometimes seems to trigger annotation decisions that are based on the presence of a discourse marker, rather than on the semantics of the relation between the two argument components. A prototypical example are discourse markers expressing concession, e.g. jedoch, allerdings (however). They are often used to indicate attacking argument components, but they can also be used in a different function, namely to introduce counter-arguments. In this function, which has also been described by (Grote et al., 1997) , they appear in an argument component with incoming support relations.
Apart from ambiguity, we found that another difficulty are different granularities of some argument components. Sentences might relate to coarsegrained multi-sentence units and this is not representable with our fine-grained annotation scheme. This is illustrated by the following example where against this background relates to a long paragraph describing the current situation: Against this background, the accuracy of performative assessment received growing attention recently.
Conclusion
We presented the results of an annotation study to identify argumentation structures on a fine-grained level in scientific journal articles from the educational domain. The annotation scheme we developed results in a representation of arguments as small graph structures. We evaluated the annotated dataset quantitatively using multiple IAA measures. For this, we proposed adaptions to existing IAA measures and introduced a new graph-based measure which reflects the semantic similarity of different annotation graphs. Based on a qualitative analysis where we discussed characteristics of argument components with high and low agreement, we identified the often inherent ambiguity of argumentation structures as a major challenge for future work on the development of automatic methods.
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